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INtroduction
eTukTuk is an innovative play-to-earn game that places players in 
the driver's seat of the flagship eTukTuk vehicle. Inspired by the 
Crazy Taxi style, players race through the vibrant streets of Sri 
Lanka, picking up and dropping off passengers in a fast-paced, 
reward-driven environment. The game's unique mechanics ensure 
that the faster you drive, the more you earn.

Game Mechanics
In eTukTuk, players engage in high-speed, time-sensitive missions to 
transport passengers to their destinations. The core gameplay revolves 
around skillful driving, strategic route planning, and timely upgrades to 
enhance vehicle performance. Players can unlock new cities, each 
offering unique challenges and opportunities for higher earnings.

Vehicle Upgrades
Customization and upgrades are key features of eTukTuk. Players can 
enhance their vehicles with a variety of performance and aesthetic 
upgrades. These upgrades not only improve gameplay but also offer a 
personalized gaming experience, allowing players to showcase their 
unique style and strategy.
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Tokenomics
The $TUK token is the backbone of the eTukTuk economy. It serves 
multiple purposes

 In-Game Currency: Players use $TUK tokens to purchase upgrades, 
unlock new cities, and access special events

 Rewards: Players earn $TUK tokens through gameplay, completing 
missions, and achieving high scores

 Community Engagement: Token holders can participate in 
community events, vote on game updates, and contribute to the 
game's development.

presale and early access
The eTukTuk presale offers an exclusive opportunity for early adopters. 
Participants in the presale gain early access to the game, special in-
game rewards, and unique upgrades. This phase is crucial for building a 
dedicated community and ensuring a successful launch.
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Roadmap
eTukTuk's development is structured into four phases

 Presale & Community Building: Launch the presale, build a strong 
community, and offer early bird benefits

 Token Launch & Initial Distribution: Officially launch the $TUK token on 
major exchanges, distribute tokens to early supporters, and establish 
strategic partnerships

 Game Development & Beta Testing: Accelerate game development, 
launch a closed beta, and gather feedback to refine the game

 Official Game Launch & Expansion: Release the full game, introduce 
new features, and expand to a global audience.

Conclusion
eTukTuk offers a thrilling play-to-earn experience, combining fast-
paced gameplay with strategic upgrades and a robust token economy. 
Join us on this exciting journey, participate in the presale, and be 
among the first to experience the ultimate eTukTuk adventure. Embrace 
the future of gaming with eTukTuk and rev up your earnings today!
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